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The Ultimate Guide To SAT Grammar Workbook, 3rd Edition
Synopsis

The Ultimate Guide to SAT® Grammar Workbook, 3rd Edition, includes six full-length tests that reflect the format and content of the multiple-choice Writing section of the redesigned SAT. Thorough explanations cover grammar as well as techniques for identifying correct and incorrect answers, and are designed to reinforce the explanations and strategies discussed in The Ultimate Guide to SAT® Grammar, 3rd Edition.
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Customer Reviews

This book is an excellent supplement to the author’s other materials. I run a tutoring business (Kay Tutoring, www.kaytutoring.com), and Erica’s books comprise our complete curriculum for SAT prep (we also use her books for ACT prep). Although I think the book works best when interpreted by a tutor (obviously I am biased as that is how we use these books), a motivated student could do this on his or her own, or a parent could just as easily do this with his or her child. I sometimes worry that if everyone bought all of Erica’s product there’d be no need for tutoring :) I still remember my reaction when I first came across Erica’s first book: WHERE HAS THIS BOOK BEEN ALL MY LIFE! I had my own curriculum, which I felt was quite good, at the time, but it honestly didn’t compare with Erica’s curriculum. I know that using Erica’s curriculum is a huge reason we’ve been able to be so successful vs. our competitors with ACT, SAT and PSAT prep. We now do a fair amount of Skype tutoring as word has spread about how we can guarantee really high scores for our motivated
students--this guarantee is largely backed on the strength of Erica’s curriculum. I couldn't wait to get ahold of Erica’s new program for the new SAT because I knew it would be just as great as her other materials...and it is!

Great practice tests! They are almost perfectly aligned to the real SAT.
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